Integrated opto-chemical sensors have promising prospects, for example by having the potential to be realized as very sensitive small monolithic smart multisensor systems with a digital signal output. Here the main accent will be laid on the optical principles underlying chemo-optical waveguiding sensors, focusing on linear evanescent field sensors. Sensing principles and systems based on interferometry, surface plasmon resonance and luminescence quenching will be treated in more detail. Materials and technologies applied to integrated optic sensors are mentioned.
Introduction
At present it is very difficult to predict, or even to indicate, which position in the chemical sensor market will be feasible for integrated optic (IO) sensors. The reason for this can be found in the vigorous state of development of the determining factors, such as the needs of the market and the performance and price of both IO chemical sensors and their main competitors, the fibre-optic, the electrochemical and the (micro-)mechanical chemical sensors.
The main markets for chemical sensors that could be considered are the processing industry, automotive industry, medicine and environmental studies. A prognosis of the qualitative and quantitative needs of the market is generally based mainly on past extrapolations; however, discontinuities are not excluded, and may arise from unpredictable processes of a political, social and even ethical nature.
Nowadays the field of chemical sensors still contains many unknown aspects; much research is being done to improve known sensors and to invent and realize new ones. This requires a multidisciplinary approach (Fig. 1) . Physics (phenomena and principles), electrical engineering (signal processing), material sciences (materials support the applied phenomena), microtechnology (producing materials in the required geometry) and system engineering (the device itself is a system, but it is also part of a more complicated system) are involved in close mutual interaction. Also, for economic reasons, an insight into the needs of the sensor market with its numerous application areas is required. The sensor market is too small to support intensive basic research in all of these areas. Often microsensor development in industry relies on progress made for more powerful markets, e.g., electronic ICs and, with respect to optical sensors, the telecommunications field. In creating new basic knowledge, specifically aimed at sensor development, universities can play a special role, because their research is not aimed solely at extracting maximum economic profit.
New sensor developments may start from new findings in each of the disciplines involved, for example, from a new or improved physical principle, material or technology. The sensor field may incorporate these findings if they are relevant and will adapt them for their own particular applications if economically justified.
Many types of chemical sensors are in the first stage of development. Hence a comparison of performance and price would depend on the time and it would be premature to make general conclusions at present about their competitive power in the future. In order to obtain an insight into the relevance of a particular class of sensors, it is justified to indicate their strong and weak points in a more qualitative way. These points will be presented here for IO chemical sensors, some of them being indicated or argued in the following Sections. In order to do this, we first have to have an impression of the nature of integrated optic devices. These devices are small monolithic planar multilayer systems, acting as a complex of optical functions (optical chip). This multilayer structure can be realized by applying physical and chemical deposition and/or diffusion technologies for building the layer structure. Photolithography and etching methods are used for lateral structuring, in this way producing the waveguide channels in layouts that represent the required optical functions.
The strong points of IO chemical sensors arise from optical sensing, and the use of waveguides and integrated structures. By sensing optically, electromagnetic interference and the danger of explosion are (almost) excluded. As well as this, optical methods often offer a high sensitivity. By using waveguides the light path can be controlled simply, without the necessity of using bulky components like mirrors or beam splitters. Also propagation of light through waveguides offers excellent possibilities of influencing its optical characteristics both for sensing and processing purposes. This latter facility is in fact the origin of the interest of the (optical) telecommunications field in integrated optics, an interest that will be very beneficial in the field of optical sensors.
The use of integrated optic systems instead of fibre-optic ones adds another set of strong points. There is a large flexibility in the choice of construction materials and dimensions. The systems are small and rigid and by using silicon wafers as substrates, integration of optical and electrical functions can be achieved, offering the prospect of monolithic smart multisensor systems. It also has economical advantages, which are common for most microtechnological devices: a batch-wise mass production, in which all basic functions required for the sensing system can be realized simultaneously.
However, the rather complicated smart multisensor systems are still in an initial state and a lot of research will have to be done before they will be ready for production. On that long way, useful spin-off in the form of less complicated IO sensors is expected and in some cases already realized. The IO chemical sensor, in general, will not be very cheap, although of course its price will decrease with the increasing number of sensors produced. They are expected to be more expensive than chemical ISFET sensors, hence, their use may be restricted to applications where ISFET sensors cannot meet the specifications.
This paper has been structured as follows: for readers not familiar with optical waveguides, a short description of the waveguide phenomenon is given in Section 2, already focusing on aspects relevant for applications in chemical sensors. In Section 3 chemo-optical waveguide sensors are subdivided into classes according to the sensing mechanism. The chemo-optical transduction layer effective in interrelating chemical and optical domains is introduced in Section 4. In Section 5 read-out principles and circuits are treated, paying special attention to (Mach-Zehnder) interferometry [ 1, 2] , surface plasmon resonance [ 3-51 and luminescence quenching [4, 6] . The influence of disturbing factors is discussed in Section 6. Materials used in IO sensors are mentioned in Section 7. Finally in Section 8 the main conclusions are summarized.
Waveguides and waveguiding 171
A well-known waveguide is the glass fibre, consisting of a core with a diameter as small as 5 pm, which is surrounded by a cladding having a lower refractive index. Thus light rays that are incident on the boundary of the core and the cladding from the core side at an angle of incidence larger than the critical angle will be totally reflected (Fig. 2) . The corresponding light will be approximately confined to the core and will propagate effectively along the direction of the fibre.
In integrated optics the waveguide has another shape. The slab waveguide, for example, consists of a thin core layer (thickness in the range O.l-5 pm) applied on or in a substrate by microtechnologies such as deposition, sputtering, chemical vapour evaporation, diffusion, etc. This core layer will be sandwiched between layers having a lower refractive index (the upper layer may be air). Thus light can be confined in the direction perpendicular to the layers.
A lightwave channel is made by confining the light in the lateral direction too. For this purpose the channel region has to have an (effectively) higher refractive index than all its surroundings. This can be realized in various ways, for example, by etching away a thin layer from the region outside the channel, leaving behind a strip-shaped waveguide, called a ridge guide (Fig. 3) . Generally the width of these channels is in the range 2-10 pm. Just as in the case of the fibre, the guided light can follow the channel, even if it has been bent.
For a more quantitative description we leave the simple ray picture sketched above and apply Maxwell theory. Starting from Maxwell's equations and introducing the proper boundary conditions, it has been deduced [7] that for each wavelength light can only propagate through the guide according to particular patterns of the electromagnetic field, called guided modes.
In a slab waveguide (Fig. 4 ) the electrical component of the field is given by the relation The field profile Eio and propagation constant fli of mode i are dependent on the angular frequency w, the geometry and the dielectric constant E of all the materials of the slab guide. By proper control of these parameters, monomode waveguiding systems can be realized having only one TE and TM guided-wave solution of Maxwell's equations for each wavelength.
The field does not appear to be strictly confined to the core layer, but also shows exponentially decaying tails in the surrounding materials, i.e., the evanescent fields. The decay length ranges from one tenth of the applied wavelength to infinity, depending on the geometry and applied materials. This evanescent nature of the field outside the core is characteristic of all guided modes. In a channel waveguide the field profile, now being a function of both lateral coordinates, decays outside the channel exponentially in all directions. One or both sandwiching layers can be replaced by a stratified multilayer structure with all component materials showing refractive indices lower than the core index. The evanescent nature of the field is essentially maintained; the field decay in each layer, however, is now given by its particular value of the decay constant. As well as guided modes, Maxwell's equations also offer radiation modes. These are plane waves crossing the core layer with angles of incidence smaller than the critical angle of one of the layer couples.
3. Sensing principles in waveguiding system; a classification
Extrinsic or intrinsic
In some waveguiding sensors waveguides are only used for easy transport of light to and/or from a sensing region (which is located outside the waveguiding structures (Fig. 5) ). This type of optical sensor is called extrinsic. Here light radiating out of fibre 1 or generated in the sensing region is partially trapped by fibre 2 as guided modes. The transfer function can be modulated by the sensing action, e.g., absorption by a species with unknown concentration. Here it is interesting to note that this extrinsic sensor can be used for more spectacular purposes too, for example, for providing an optical read-out of the displacement of a membrane in a micromechanical pressure sensor [8] . The counterpart of extrinsic sensors is formed by the intrinsic ones, in which sensing is achieved in regions within the region of control of the guided modes.
Generator or modulator
Light is needed for the optical sensing of chemical concentrations. This light is supplied by the sensing mechanism itself in sensors of the generator type. This light generation relies on chemical reactions in which the molecules of the measurand (i.e., the species X whose concentration has to be detected) are involved. One of the reaction products is created in an excited state and is capable of emitting light during return to the ground state. The intensity reflects the concentration Cx. The measured molecule X may act as a reactant 
M*+M+hv
In the first case the species X is gradually consumed in the latter until its concentration remains constant. Of course all (other) reactants have to be added deliberately. Here the optical system only has the task of collecting the emitted light and transporting it to a detector. An intrinsic sensor shows a much larger collection efficiency than an extrinsic one due to special properties of the mode fields.
Generator-type sensors are characterized by the transduction chain AC+AI+AI'-+AV which can be effected by the system shown symbolically in Fig. 6 .
In modulator-type chemo-optical sensors,' the species X induces a change of an optical parameter, which modulates a guided wave that propagates through the sensing part.
Core or evanescent jield
The optical phenomena that provide sensing may occur in the core layer or outside it. Essentially the former option is the more sensitive one, because that area is probed by a major part of the mode energy. Hence, for example, in an electric field sensor it is the core layer that shows the electro-optic cross effect on which the sensor relies. Some IO chemical sensors have been reported in which core properties can be modulated [lo] . A condition is that there is some porosity of the core material, permitting its invasion by the chemical species. Up to now this prerequisite has excluded fibre-optic sensors from this sensing class. Specifications as to reversibility nd response time will often disfavour this type of :nsing.
In most chemo-optical sensors the sensing acon is localized in the cladding region and is robed by the evanescent field: evanescent field :nsors. In IO sensors the evanescent field region is pen to the medium containing the measurand. In rder to use fibres, part of the cladding has to be :moved locally by polishing [ 11, 121 or a special ipe of fibre, the D-shaped fibre [ 131, has to be pplied.
.
Linear or non-linear
Sensing by modulation r non-linear phenomena.
can be based on linear If during sensing guided lodes with another angular frequency Oj, differnt from that of the incoming mode oi, are generted (Raman effect, luminescence), then the sensor an be called non-linear. In linear sensors the :equency remains constant, but the polarization tate, amplitude or phase of the guided mode is hanged as a consequence of the concentrationeduced change of the dielectric constant of one of 1e compositional materials.
In these linear sensors the sensing part is fol-)wed by an optical read-out part, which has the lsk of transforming the change in mode parame-:r into an appropriate intensity change. Often the snsing part is preceded by an optical-conditioning tart that extracts from the light offered by the ght source the component (s) which is (are) latched to the principles applied in sensing and cad-out. This sensing system is presented schelatically in Fig absolute yield can be increased by enlarging the interaction length L. These sensors require functions to separate emitted and incoming light. The effectiveness of this separation strongly codefines the ultimate limits of sensitivity. Although these non-linear modulating sensors are very attractive because of the large sensitivity that can be obtained, they will not be treated in more detail.
Refractive or absorptive
In linear sensors the presence of a chemical species X effects a change of the dielectric constant of one of the layers. This dielectric constant can be presented as a complex quantity ,$ = E' _ je"; for optical frequencies E" determines the absorption losses and E' in lossless (both E' and E" in lossy) media is related to the refractive index n.
A further subdivision of linear sensors has been based on the exploitation of concentrationinduced changes of either the real part E' or the imaginary part E" of the dielectric constant. The corresponding sensor types are called refractive and absorptive, respectively. The E" changes will cause a change of the complex propagation constant B = /Y -j/Y, in which /3" represents the attenuation of the mode. The task of the read-out part can now be made more concrete: transforming this Ijchange into an intensity change. Some of the read-out principles will be treated in detail in Section 5. The various classifications are summarized in Fig. 9 . In this paper we shall go further with linear evanescent field sensors only, but before doing do we have to introduce the chemooptical transduction layer, a frequently used intermediate region between the chemical and optical domains.
The chemo-optical transduction layer
In chemo-optical evanescent field sensors, the medium containing the X molecules is introduced into the evanescent field region. Here the E" change caused by the presence of these molecules is probed by the mode, resulting in a F change in the sensing region, defined 'by rhe interaction length L. However, a Ap-AC, relation can only be applied if we are sure that unknown concentration variations of other species cannot interfere. This will be true for a gas X or a solution in which X is the only solute. If that condition is not fulfilled, selectivity has to be introduced, for example, by excluding the presence of disturbing species in (well-defined parts of) the evanescent field region.
In order to make the sensor more sensitive, it would be interesting to concentrate the'X particles in the evanescent field region and/or to amplify their optical effects by chemically modifying them. Selectivity, concentration and amplification may all be obtained by introducing an appropriate chemotransduction layer, applied between the core layer and the X-containing evironment. This layer will contain immobilized molecules A, capable of associating selectively and preferentially reversible with X molecules.
only the replacement of solvent molecules by X molecules creates optical changes, a higher gain can be obtained if the contributions of the A and AX molecules to the dielectric constant of the layer differ greatly. In fact special A molecules often have to be designed for maximizing this difference. In absorptive sensors strongly absorptive A molecules showing large solvatochromic effects are desired. In that case association will result in a large wavelength shift of an intense absorption band. It can be concluded from Fig. 10 that by using 1 AX as probing wavelength instead of Lx, we have obtained amplification. The number of A molecules that will be associated depends on the X concentration in a characteristic way (Fig.  11) . The association constant &,, defines the centre of the dynamic range of the sensor, a range that is restricted to merely two to four decades. The reaction rate constants k, and k2 codefine response times. We note that a larger value of Ka,, is related to a larger k, and/or a smaller k2. The 1 f ass t -log Kass latter manifests itself as a slower dissociation rate, however, and would be at the cost of the response time. That response time also depends on the diffusion rate of X molecules both in the solution and the transduction layer. A fast response generally requires a thin transduction layer, varying from monomolecular to a thickness of some tenths of a micron. This latter thickness is of the order of magnitude of the decay length of the evanescent field and gives rise to fruitful waveguide optimization.
In Table 1 relevant chemo-optical sensor properties are classified according to their origin, either a transduction layer or an optical system. Sometimes the chemo-optical transduction layer can be made from known materials. As an example, for refractive sensing we would like to mention the layers applied in chemo-optical immunosensors [3, 151: immobilized antibodies, which selectively associate with specific antigens. Both materials are transparent in the visible region. Hence the refractive index will change locally because associated antigens have dispelled solvent molecules. An example of a transduction layer for an absorptive sensor is the Bromo Cresol Purple layer, used for ammonia detection
[161-
Often, however, new molecules with a performance well matched to the measuring problem have to be designed (molecular engineering) and synthesized. In Fig. 12 we present an example of a chromoionophoric molecule showing a strong preference for association with Ca2+ ions [S, 171 . This association appears to result in a 90 nm wavelength shift of a rather narrow absorption band. The molecule consists of an ionophoric part (the crown ether in which the Ca2+ ion can be trapped) and a dye as chromophoric part. The bandshift results from the change of the electronic structure of the dye caused by the capture of the ion. Introduction of particular functional groups in the crown ether may modify the association constant. If a solution contains several known compounds the selectivity problem can be simplified. A number of interface layers, at least equal to the number of compounds, is required, each layer showing different affinities for each of the ions. By using numerical methods, the concentrations can be calculated from the signals [ 181.
We emphasize that association and immobilization problems are common to transduction layers for all types of chemical sensor. The only task that is specific for optical sensing is the introduction of functional optical groups in the sensing active molecules.
Read-out principles

Introduction
Here we focus on linear evanescent field sensors. They rely on chemically induced changes of the dielectric constant. A change of the real part of the dielectric constant gives a change in the real part of the propagation constant, showing itself as a change of the phase of the mode. This phase change can be transformed into an intensity change by use of the optical interference phenomenon (for example, in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [2]). In 110 some read-out methods the interference phenomenon manifests itself as a resonance: the FabryPerot resonator, ring resonator and all methods based on mode coupling (e.g., surface plasmon resonance [3-S] and grating-assisted coupling into radiation modes [ 191) . Changes of the imaginary part, E", of the dielectric constant will directly result in changes of the attenuation of the mode, which can be measured as the ratio between input and output intensities [20] . Also more sophisticated methods have been developed, like luminescence quenching [4, 6] and the application of the absorption dependency of the finesse of Fabry-Perot resonators [21] .
All linear evanescent field sensors are of the modulation type. Hence as well as the output signal a reference signal is required, for example, for defining the zero point. For absorptive sensors it is the input intensity that is needed for referencing; this value is usually obtained by guiding part of the incoming light into a reference channel. In principles based on mode-coupling, modifications exist that make use of the shift of an angle that is characteristic for an intensity extremum [3] . They require knowledge of a reference angle related to a known concentration. Now we shall treat some read-out principles and corresponding read-out systems in more detail. In this Section we shall not consider disturbant factors such as noise, temperature sensitivity and technological inaccuracies. These will be discussed later on. The first and second principles, interferante according to the Mach-Zehnder scheme and surface plasmon resonance, are essentially of the refractive type and /?' changes have to be read out. Both principles are well known from bulk optics. We shall show how the corresponding bulky equipment can be miniaturized by the use of integrated optics, resulting in smaller more rigid and cheaper measuring systems. The third principle, luminescence quenching, is an absorptive one and no bulky pendant is known.
Mach -Zehnder interferometer
A bulky set-up of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is sketched in Fig. 13(a) . An incoming coherent monochromatic light beam is split into two beams of equal intensity. By means of mirrors, both beams are again combined at a second beam splitter, where they interfere. For a perfect interferometer the transfer function 1o",/Iin is determined only by the phase difference cp between both beams when meeting again: Io"t/Zi" = cos2q/2. Changes in the local dielectric constant in one of the branches will be manifested as a change of cp. In Fig. 13(b) the top view of the integrated optic version has been depicted, showing a waveguiding circuit. There is no need for mirrors, because the light path is controlled by the waveguide channels. The function .of the classical beam splitters has been taken over by the Y-junctions. Optical circuitry occupies an area of about 1 cm x 0.01 cm; input and output beams can be transported by fibres.
By locally applying a chemo-optical transduction layer on top of one of the branches, we obtain a chemo-optical sensor. Its action can be represented by the transduction chain:
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
A serious drawback of the evanescent field sensing that has been described up to now is the low probing efficiency. Light propagating only as an evanescent field feels the E' change of the transduction layer, its energy being merely a few percent of the total mode energy. If this percentage could be increased, dp'/dc:' would grow as well. This can be accomplished by using the surface plasmon.
The surface plasmon is a guided mode, propagating along the interface of a metal such as silver and a dielectric [22] . By taking the transduction layer for the dielectric, nearly half of the mode energy will propagate through that layer, resulting in a greatly increased probing sensitivity. However, it is not possible to apply these surface plasmons in an interferometer. The plasmon mode is strongly attenuated (showing a decay length of merely lo-20 pm) because the other half of the energy propagates through the very lossy silver layer. Nevertheless, the propagation constant can be read out, but in order to do this we have to rely on mode coupling. In the bulky Kretchmann configuration [23] (Fig. 14(a) ) the coupling between the incident light beam and the surface plasmon is used. In fact the silver layer shows two surface plasmons, one on each side. By applying a very thin silver layer (50 nm thickness), coupling to the plasmon that propagates along the silver-transduction layer interface is feasible. Generally a light beam incident on the silver layer will be totally reflected. However, if the coupling condition &, = (271/A) sin 8 is fulfilled, this reflection will be frustrated because incident light will now couple to the plasmon and it will be dissipated by the silver layer. Because of the lossy character, this coupling is spread over a small 13 interval. Thus a resonance dip in the R(8) reflection curve will be observed (Fig. 14(b) ). This dip will be shifted along the e-axis as a consequence of E' changes in the transduction layer. The reflection curve can be obtained experimentally by rotating the sample. Here some other methods will also be presented, mainly because they can be exactly implemented in integrated optic versions as well. By using a slightly convergent beam, the complete reflection curve can be obtained instantaneously by imaging the reflected light on a diode array [24] . The introduction of a vibrating mirror offers the possibility of transforming dip shifts into time differences which can be measured more accurately [25] .
In integrated optic versions the coupling between guided modes and the surface plasmon is exploited [4, 61. This coupling will. occur if &, = Bwaveguide. For this purpose we apply a surface-plasmonsupporting multilayer structure on top of a waveguide (Fig. 15) . Modes of various propagation constants are launched into the waveguide, either all together or one at a time.
In a first design [4] a band of p values is offered to the plasmon by sending polychromatic light into the monomode waveguide. Each wavelength corresponds to a particular /I value. The mode with a wavelength obeying the coupling condition will be missing at the output. In order to determine this wavelength, the light is coupled to radiation modes using a grating with a period A. Because now the coupling condition has to be obeyed, the outcoming radiation modes are spectrally resolved and the complete reflection curves can also be obtained instantaneously by imaging on a diode array.
The need to couple light out of the waveguide can be avoided by using the configuration depicted SO, (0.5pm) Fig. 16 . Schematic drawing of an SPR-waveguide array sensor.
in Fig. 16 [4] . It consists of an array of channel waveguides with different cross sections, each provided with a transduction layer. Fed with monochromatic light, each channel will support a mode with a particular /I value. The reflection curve is now obtained as an intensity distribution over the different channels. By applying the optical circuitry on an Si wafer, the required detectors can be implemented in the wafer itself.
The most promising design is, in our opinion, a configuration in which, just as in the case of the vibrating mirror, the dip shift is transformed into time differences (Fig. 17) . The system consists of a network of monomode guides on an Si wafer in which detectors and electronic circuits are implemented. A cheap broad-band laser diode (BBL) is mounted on the chip as a light source. TE modes, being superfluous because only TM modes are effective, are drawn off by using an asymmetric Y-junction (MSY). A dynamic wavelength filter (DWF) offers an output of which the wavelength varies with time in a well-defined way. Next the light enters a symmetrical Y-junction ( where it is divided over two channels, one sul ing the SP structure and the other for refere The concentration can be obtained by elec processing of the detector outputs. We not1 this configuration may also be very appro for miniaturizing the output grating couple posed by Lukosz et al. [7] .
For measurements under laboratory cone such as immunosensing, bulky SPR equip provided with cheap disposable surface-pla; supporting multilayer structures, may be ve' propriate. The integrated optic versions, espc the one where detectors and electronic-proc circuits are also integrated, seem to be mo tractive for use as stand-alone systems.
Luminescence quenching
The sensing part of the most simple abso sensor is given in Fig. 18 . It is a simple s with a good performance if optimized. Nev less, we introduce another type of absorptiv sor, namely one based on luminscence quer (Fig. 19) [4, 61, which may show a better I mance. The key to this sensor is exciton ho] i.e., a radiationless energy transfer betwee: centres. The luminescent material has been b such a way that energy before being emit& migrate along a long distance, stochastically ping from one (luminescent) centre to a bouring one. The transduction layer consi molecules showing in an associated state a sorption band that is matched to the excite I I ; ergy. Thus they are able to trap a neighbouring exciton; if they are also able to return to the ground state radiationless, the exciton energy will now be dissipated. If the time required for this return is small compared to the relaxation time of light emission by the luminescent molecules, one associated molecule can trap a large number of excitons. Because of the antenna action of the trapping-associated molecule, the sensing is equivalent to probing a much thicker layer, and amplification has been obtained. Because of the short range of this hopping, generally only a layer 50-100 8, thick will be probed. Thus there is no interference by other types of molecules that might be present in the neighbouring solution.
Disturbances
The various chemo-optical principles as presented in preceding Sections may be compared with respect to the signal (intensity change) arising from a given concentration of C,. However, for sensitivity and resolution not the signal itself but the signal-to-noise ratio is relevant. Hence sources of noise have to be traced. In general, disturbances may arise from physical flutuations as well as from the imperfectness of the technology, causing a spread in dimensions and physical constants. Some of the disturbance factors can be compensated by proper referencing. This concerns temperature fluctuations and the unwanted variations of the dielectric constant of the environment caused by other compounds, which generally will also be probed.
In principle, the use of reference channels showing the same temperature fluctuations and pro-113 vided with a well-matched dummy layer will be very fruitful. Here the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is very interesting, because the second branch, at a distance of about 50 pm from the signal branch, offers itself as a natural candidate for this compensation function. However, if the temperature dependency of K,,, were important, insertion of a temperature sensor would be necessary.
Sacrificing the response time, contamination can be prevented by screening the transduction layer from its environment by a (vibrating) membrane permeable by the measurand. Contamination influences can be reduced by referencing using a second guided mode [26] . Intensity variations of the light source can be taken into account by leading a part of the incoming light into an extra reference channel.
Detector noise depends more or less on the price. Expensive detection equipment capable of photon counting may even utilize all the inherent sensitivity of generator-type sensors.
Technological tolerances make it impossible to realize exactly the goal that has been aimed at, for example, a waveguide channel showing precisely the prescripted value of the propagation constant. The relevancy of these technological uncertainties depends on the type of basic function. On the other hand, their magnitude is strongly dependent on the material and technology applied (see Section 7). Thus the choices of material and technology are closely related to the basic functions for which the optical circuitry has to be built and the application of exciting basis functions has to be avoided as much as possible. The exact thickness of the waveguiding layer is not relevant for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, although thickness uniformity of the Y-junction is desirable. For functions such as a grating coupler, however, this value is essential.
If necessary, optical functions can be tuned individually, e.g., laser trimming of a 3 dB coupler realized by SiON technology [27, 28] . Also crosseffects such as the electro-optic effect and the thermo-optic effect may be applied for tuning, although the tuning range is small. Using electrooptic materials, refractive indices can be changed by about 0.1% and by using thermo-optic effects about a 1% change is feasible. Another way to reduce the effects of technological tolerances is by looking for sets of parameter values that make the function less sensitive for their inherent uncertainties. For this purpose numerical calculations for simulating the performance are indispensable.
Materials and technologies
It cannot be expected that for a given compound the properties of a thin film are identical to those of the crystal. Compounds which are very transparent as a single crystal may give very lossy waveguides if made as a thin film. Absorbing impurities may be built-in as a consequence of the applied microtechnology.
A columnar microstructure may give large surface roughness and voids in the film, which cause disastrous scattering losses. The quality of the channels also depends strongly on the applied (etching) technology.
Because of position-dependent and fluctuating processing conditions, inhomogeneities may arise, leading to a non-uniform thickness and dielectric constant. Stresses may develop during cooling to room temperature as a consequence of differences in thermal expansion coefficients. This will give rise to inhomogeneities and (extra) anisotropy. Hence waveguide properties always show an undesigned spread in values, both in one circuit (homogeneity) and from batch to batch (reproducibility). The values themselves and their spread are not a characteristic of the compound but of a film made from that compound by a given technology.
The sensor market has been pampered in the past; generally sensors are cheap and chemo-optical sensors are also required to be cheap. This may exclude the use of LiNb03 and III-V compounds, both fruitfully applied in optical devices for telecommunications. With regard to the price, circuits made of indiffused glass or dipped or spun polymers are more attractive because both the compounds and the applied technologies are relatively cheap.
At present there is a good understanding and control of the processes going on during the production of indiffused glass waveguides and they can be achieved with an uncertainty of the propagation constant of the order of magnitude of lo-*% [28] . Here sodium ions in the glass are locally (defined by a metal mask applied on the glass) replace potassium or silver ions, resulting in cha: with a slightly increased refractive index. L smaller than some tenths of a dB/cm are obta The thermo-optic coefficient of the comn used BK-7 glass is low (dn /dt z 10T6/K), sev limiting the tuning possibilities.
Waveguiding polymer layers such as PM PVD, PUR, etc., can be spun with a thicl uniformity better than 1%. Losses are smaller some tenths of a dB/cm. Thermo-optic coeffic are relatively high. Up to now degradation nomena make their application difficult. Rest on degradation will be strongly stimulated b: recent development of electro-optic polymers electro-optic coefficients equal to those of Li?
1291.
The combination of indiffused glass and mers is very interesting [ 301. The polymers are upon glass substrates in which the channel pat have been previously defined by slight indiffl of K+ or Ag+ ions. The core layer of channels is the polymer and the channels ca seen as upside-down ridges. In this way there need to learn all the details of lateral structuri each polymer individually. Also planariz, problems are absent.
Recently a purely photolithographic metho defining waveguide channels in electro-optic mers has been reported [ 311. It is based on tram transformations of the non-linear groul absorption of UV light, giving a lower refra index. The required exposure times are quite when using common mask aligners.
Especially for the production of smart ser waveguiding materials compatible with silicon nology, such as (p-)doped Si02 and SiO,N, attractive. In the latter, control of the O/N makes refractive indices in the range 1.5-2 I ble. Using chemical vapour deposition (C multilayer structures consisting of a buffer, and cladding layer can be produced in one run advantages of this type of layer structure! summed up in refs. 33 and 34. More datz presented in papers from LET1 [32] , AT&T University [ 34 The Si02-Ti02 layers made by flame hydroly NTT [36] appear to be well suited for a number of devices, but no explicit data a homogeneity and reproducibility have yet presented in the literature.
Conclusions
Integrated optic sensors show many strong points, arising from being optical, being based on waveguiding and being a planar integrated system that can be realized by using microtechnologies known from IC technology.
The optical character ensures there is: no e.m. interference; no danger of explosion; generally a large sensitivity. The waveguiding character allows for: an easy control of the light path; good potential for modulation; benefit of developments in the powerful telecommunications market;
prospect of large families of sensors, the members only differing in the nature of the chemo-optical transduction layer.
The IO sensors show various strong points that are absent or less pronounced in their fibre-optic counterparts. With respect to performance these are:
large flexibility in geometry and choice of materials; prospect of monolithic smart multisensor systems, with digital signal output; this is, however, at the cost of the e.m. immunity; small size and rigidity; all basic functions can be realized simultaneously.
With respect to costs: batch-wise mass production; benefit of developments in IC technology. However, IO chemical sensors are still in a first stage of development and at present they are rather expensive. Hence, for sensing problems that have to be solved in the short term, it may be advisable to look first at other sensor types, such as fibre-optic ones and ISFETs. In the long term, however, IO chemical sensors should occupy a good position; at least for those applications that make an appeal to some of the strong points mentioned above, it would be worthwhile taking the possibility of IO sensors into account.
